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Abstract
Background and Aim: Assessment of vestibular rehabilitation outcomes is a necessary step in
this process. Assessment by clinical devices can
reveal and measure some aspects of intervention
but cannot show its effects on the patient quality
of life. Vestibular rehabilitation benefit questionnaire is a scale for evaluating the effects of
vestibular deficits on the quality of life and
psychological aspects more efficiently than similar questionnaires. This research studied preparation and assessment of validity and reliability
of Persian version of this questionnaire.
Methods: The translation process was based on
International Quality Of Life Assessment protocol with considering cultural adaptation. Face
validity and content validity, including content
validity ratio and content validity index (CVI)
were evaluated and test-retest reliability and
Cronbach alpha was measured for reliability
assessment of 108 vestibular deficit patients
who received vestibular rehabilitation interventions. Furthermore, dizziness handicap inventory was used to evaluate correlation between
vestibular rehabilitation benefit questionnaire
and dizziness handicap inventory results.
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Results: Questions with imperfections were
modified. CVI in Lawshe method was equal to 1
indicating the necessity of inserting some questions in the questionnaire. Intraclass correlation
was 0.94 for the test-retest reliability and the
Cronbach alpha was 0.68, i.e. Persian vestibular
rehabilitation benefit questionnaire has good
reliability. In addition, the Spearman correlation
coefficient was 0.74, indicating a good correlation between two questionnaire scores.
Conclusion: Persian version of vestibular rehabilitation benefit questionnaire is as reliable and
valid as its original version and can be used for
patients with vestibular deficits under vestibular
rehabilitation treatment.
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Introduction
Today with health perception enhancement, increased lifespan, and interest in active living, a
higher prevalence of vestibular disorders is reported. One extensive epidemiologic study in
the USA showed that 35% of above 40 years
old Americans (about 69 million people) experience some kind of vestibular disorder [1]. To
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overcome functional disabilities secondary to
vestibular disorders, several treatments based on
individual characteristics and needs are practiced. One of the most important treatments is
vestibular rehabilitation. Vestibular rehabilitation consists of movements and exercises aiming for reducing vestibular symptoms and their
consequences on patient’s quality of life [2,3].
Vestibular rehabilitation is a set of exercises
including adaptation, substitution, and habituation. Because of the high prevalence of vestibular disorders and dizziness and their adverse
effects on the quality of life, the effects of rehabilitation and treatment options should be thoroughly determined [2]. To show the efficacy of
rehabilitation, both objective and subjective
tools might be used. For objective evaluations,
functional assessments such as posturography,
rotational chair, videonystagmography (VNG)
and video head impulse (vHIT) test are useful.
As health-related quality of life questionnaires
can only assess general wellbeing [3,4], more
specific questionnaires with more accurate scales have been developed to evaluate imbalance
and its improvements after therapy [2].
For evaluating vestibular rehabilitation benefits,
functional evaluations are not sufficient as they
partially reflect rehabilitation effects and it
seems that self-reported tools are more valuable
for determining the effects of dizziness on personal life and rehabilitation-induced changes
[4,5]. Questionnaires are simple, suitable and
available tools that can be found easily by a
simple search on the net. However, they must be
valid and reliable. In other words, they must
have content validity and can be used for monitoring rehabilitation outcomes [6]. Previous
studies conducted by self-reported tools showed
that vestibular rehabilitation can improve functional balance and dizziness and are good predictors of future referrals [7].
There are many dizziness questionnaires in
English language such as Dizziness Handicap
Inventory (DHI), Vestibular Disorders Activities of Daily Living (VADL), and UCLADizziness Questionnaire (UCLA-DQ) [5,6,8].
Apparently, these questionnaires have some
defects in psychological measures that may lead
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to some problems in outcome measures [2]. As
a result, Vestibular Rehabilitation Benefit Questionnaire (VRBQ) was developed to compensate
for those defects. This questionnaire is used for
comparing patients’ conditions before vestibular
involvement and after rehabilitation. It has five
subsets for vestibular symptoms, their effects on
the quality of life as well as their psychological
aspects [2]. VRBQ was invented and validated
by Morris et al. The first version had 36 items
but the developers omitted some redundant
questions based on their further research. The
new version of VRBQ has 22 questions. Five
subsets of the VRBQ are symptoms, quality of
life, dizziness, motion provoked dizziness, and
anxiety that can evaluate every symptom with a
potential effect on life [2]. The final version of
VRBQ has good general consistency and excellent internal consistency for all subsets, therefore VRBQ is a multivariate scale for evaluating
dizziness and its related disabilities and handicaps [9]. This questionnaire was selected for
translation and then evaluating its reliability and
validity.
Methods
The present study deals with preparation and
then evaluation of reliability and validity of the
Persian version of VRBQ. At first, the English
version of VRBQ [10] was translated to Persian
based on international quality of life assessment
(IQOLA) following authors’ permission. Translators were an audiologist and a professional
translator. In translation some original phrases
were adapted for Persian language. Then the
first version of Persian VRBQ was back translated into English by two professional translators with great proficiency in both Persian and
English languages. The aim was checking if
the content of the questions remained unchanged with respect to the original version. The
resulting translation was distributed among nine
audiologists who were experts in vertigo and
dizziness field of study. Based on Lawshe
method for evaluating content validity index
(CVI), audiology experts checked and scored
relevance, simplicity, and clarity of each question based on a 4-point scale. In addition to
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evaluating content validity ratio (CVR), audiologists scored necessity of the each item based
on a 3-point scale.
According to the experts’ comments and scores,
CVI and CVR were calculated for each question. Acceptable CVI and CVR for each question were 0.79 and 0.78, respectively. For studying face validity, VRBQ was handed to nine
experts and 15 subjects suffering from the vestibular disorder and their comments were applied.
After modifications, the final version (Appendix
1) was utilized for evaluating 108 subjects
(87 women and 21 men) with vestibular problems. The age range of participants was from 27
to 70 years (mean age of 47.5 years old). Inclusion criteria were as follows: volunteer participation, balance difficulty with vestibular origin based on the test results and specialist’s
diagnosis, no neurologic disorder such as seizure, Parkinson, head trauma, metabolic diseases like diabetes, or high blood pressure. Before
the main study, for evaluating test-retest reliability, the questionnaire was administered twice
with one-week interval on 30 random patients
out of 108 subjects with a vestibular disorder
and intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was
calculated. After four weeks of vestibular rehabilitation, VRBQ was administered on 108 patients and the internal consistency was evaluated
by Cronbach alpha. For evaluating convergent
validity, the total score of VRBQ Persian version in 20 subjects was compared with the result
of Persian DHI that has high confirmed reliability and validity [11].
Results
Content validity index and ratio
Nine experts studied the questionnaire and all
approved that every question in the Persian
VRBQ was necessary for evaluating vestibular
rehabilitation outcomes and based on CVR
table, their content validity was acceptable. CVI
for each individual question was calculated
based on clarity, relevance to balance rehabilitation, and simplicity. Except for three items
(question 6, 12, 15), all remaining items had an
acceptable score above 0.79 (from 0.88 to 1).
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Those three items had a score less than 0.77
which were reviewed and modified.
Results of face validity evaluation
Nine audiologists and 15 patients participated
in this study. Their general perception about
most questions was good although some patients considered some questions difficult to
understand. Items that were modified based
on patients’ comments were as follows: “Compared to before the dizziness, I feel comfortable
travelling” changed to “Compared to the time
before dizziness, I feel comfortable in a moving
car”, “Compared to before the dizziness, I can
concentrate and/or remember things” changed to
“How is the quality of your concentration and
remembering, compared to the time before
dizziness?”
Reliability evaluation
Two evaluations had a significant correlation
with ICC of 0.94. As it is shown in Table 1,
the minimum and maximum ICC values were
for dizziness subset (0.57) and symptom subset
(0.99), respectively. Therefore the Persian version of VRBQ was a reliable questionnaire.
Regarding the internal consistency, the Cronbach alpha was used for 108 patients and the
total score was 0.68. All the findings and subset
scores are summarized in Table 1. As it can be
seen, the lowest and highest Cronbach alpha
coefficient values were obtained for total score
(0.68) and the quality of life subset (0.92),
respectively.
Correlation between VRBQ and DHI
The Spearman correlation coefficient between
DHI and VRBQ was 0.74. Therefore there was
a significant correlation (r=0.74) between DHI
and VRBQ after rehabilitation (p<0.001).
Discussion
VRBQ is a new questionnaire developed to be
a comprehensive and valid self-reported tool
compared to previous questionnaires. In the
present study, VRBQ was translated into Persian and then its reliability and validity was
tested and used for evaluation of vestibular
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Table 1. Intraclass correlation coefficient and
Cronbach’s alpha for vestibular rehabilitation benefit
questionnaire total score and subscales
Subscales and total

Cronbach’s alpha

ICC

Symptoms subscale

0.81

0.99

Quality of life subscale

0.92

0.80

Dizziness subscale

0.89

0.57

Motion provoked dizziness subscale

0.86

0.98

Anxiety subscale

0.79

0.98

Total

0.68

0.94

ICC; intraclass correlation coefficient

rehabilitation efficacy. DHI was the first selfreported questionnaire that has been used extensively in patients with the vestibular disorder
[5]. DHI is available in Persian [11]. The
vestibular disorders activities of daily living
(VADL) is used for evaluating disability secondary to vestibular disorder and its effects on
individual independence in everyday living situations [6]. VADL is available in Persian, too
[12]. In addition, UCLA-Dizziness Questionnaire (UCLA-DQ) was developed for evaluating
type and severity of the effects of vestibular
defects on the quality of life and anxiety [8].
The authors of VRBQ used DHI, Vertigo Symptom Scale-short form (VSS), and short form of
health survey (SF-36). DHI and VSS are valid
questionnaires used widely in studies and clinical settings. These two questionnaires can assess many aspects of dizziness and its effects
such as anxiety and daily activity limitations
and emotions. Therefore they were selected
for this study [2,9]. However, these questionnaires cannot determine the degree of defect and
its resulting limitations with high sensitivity.
VRBQ has rectified those defects and has
higher sensitivity to rehabilitation-induced changes compared to VADL and DHI. Its questions
were analyzed qualitatively by interview with
the subjects under rehabilitation. Then their
symptoms and their effects on subjects were
evaluated.
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The time of the present study, there was not any
other translation of VRBQ in other languages
so we used the original findings of the English
version for comparisons. Most parts of the
Persian version of VRBQ were approved by
audiologists indicating the good quality of the
translation and questions were adapted appropriately based on patients’ comments. Finally,
subsets of VRBQ have good face validity,
however, for improving the face validity, some
phrases were modified slightly. Intraclass consistency (ICC) for Persian version of VRBQ
was 0.94. Therefore it has a good consistency.
Morris et al. showed that ICC of the original
questionnaire was 0.99 [9]. The internal consistency was 0.68 based on the Cronbach alpha and
the maximum and the minimum values were
obtained for the quality of life and total score,
respectively. This measure indicates a high
correlation between VRBQ items. In the study
of Morris et al., the Cronbach alpha was 0.73
for the total score, 0.92 for the quality of life,
0.89 for dizziness, 0.74 for anxiety and 0.91 for
motion-provoked dizziness. Therefore the internal consistency was good. In the original study,
the minimum value of the Cronbach alpha was
for a total score which shows multi-dimensional
characteristics of VRBQ [9].
Convergent validity showed good correlation
between VRBQ and DHI. The Spearman correlation coefficient between VRBQ and DHI was
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0.74. Morris et al. reported a moderate to strong
correlation between VRBQ and DHI [9]. As
VRBQ has more items than DHI, it is more
sensitive to rehabilitation effects. Deveze et al.
concluded that VRBQ alongside with posturegraphy and dynamic visual acuity (DVA) test is
a strong tool with good validity for monitoring
vestibular rehabilitation outcomes [13].
Conclusion
This study showed that Persian version of
VRBQ has acceptable reliability and validity for
evaluating vestibular rehabilitation outcomes in
adults with vestibular disorders. Appendix 1
shows the final Persian version of VRBQ.
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